
Growing your Ginger  
  Alpinia cv ‘Snake Ginger’ 

 
 
 
 
Ginger plants grow from a rhizome that runs along just under the soil. Some forms are 
clumping and others run everywhere and are a pain in the proverbial, I don’t sell those 
guys! Your plant has been grown from plantlets that develop on the flower-head of 
this amazing ginger. I would suggest growing it in a pot until it is established in a 20 
cm pot size, by then it should be strong and healthy and ready to cope with planting in 
the garden. 
 
When you plant arrives, pot it up using a top quality potting mix such as ‘Searles 
Premium’ in a 150 mm pot. Water it in well and add a level teaspoon of osmocote to 
the soil.  
 
Keep damp, not boggy though. Keep your plant out of direct sun for a couple of 
weeks, just bright filtered light at this stage. If it looks a bit wilty, a mist of water on 
the leaves will help it recover.  
 
Once the plant re-establishes, slowly move it into more sun, but while it is in a pot, I’d 
keep the direct sun limited to the morning hours. 
 
In the garden, Alpinia like a moist, well drained soil. Locate in an area with lots of 
morning sun and protection from hot afternoon sun. Keep the soil well mulched, and I 
find a dressing of Dynamic Lifter or similar two or three times a year helps them grow 
strongly. 
 
When the flower-head has finished and is dying back, either trim the flower-head off 
or cut the entire stem off at the base. The advantage of just removing the flower is that 
the stem is still able to photosynthesise until it eventually yellows and will have to be 
removed. This may have some importance while the plant is establishing, but when it 
is a good sized clump the benefits of leaving the stem attached are small. This applies 
to all gingers and Heliconia. 
 
Hope these pointers help, do drop me a line if I can be of any further assistance. 
 
 
Cheers for now, 
 
 
 
Steve 
(blanchett@westnet.com.au) 


